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LABO Inclusive Dance Class - May 24, 2017

The LABO class was structured and divided into three blocks, all building up to 
research/figure out the main question off the class: 'How can we find ways to enlarge 
the auditory imput for a visual impaired dancer ?' This in terms of giving them an 
extra tool to hear the movements and translate them into movement language.

BLOCK 1
- Get divided into groups of three
- One person dances, second dancer reacts making noise that fits the movement of 
that dancer, third dancer gets blindfolded (or closes the eyes) and tries to make a 
dance out of the noise he/she is hearing.

GOAL is to see whether the first dancer and the second, who is listening to and 
following the noises, are making the same dance patterns.

If dancers in the group know each others body language too well, try to mix the groups. 
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BLOCK 2

- Split the group in two: The first group is dancing
       Second group is watching the movements of the dancers

- While watching, the second group may analyze the improvisation, patterns and 
movements of the first group. They can make noise reacting on the bodily actions of 
the first group. Adding and re-enforcing the quality of the movement and performance.

BLOCK 3

- All dancers can join: jump in or out whenever they want
- Follow the pulse/rhythm of the music, interpret this in your way and allow your body 
to translate the music into a certain movement language (or pattern)
- Be guided by the music, your environment (f.ex. lines/tape on the floor) or each other. 
Try to avoid your body giving the impulse to move.  
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